Mr. Brian Hancock  
Director of Voting System Testing and Certification  
Election Assistance Commission  
1225 New York Avenue, NW  
Suite 1100  
Washington, DC

Dear Mr. Hancock,

We write to you on behalf of those individuals listed below from the California Secretary of State’s Top-To-Bottom Review (TTBR) in 2007. The TTBR was an unprecedented, in-depth evaluation of California’s voting systems, which allowed investigators to gain a better understanding of their vulnerabilities.

As you know, the EAC recently certified Premier’s Assure 1.2 voting system as conforming to the 2002 Voting System Standards (VSS). This system was tested by iBeta Laboratories (iBeta), one of the accredited Voting System Test Labs (VSTLs). According to the posted test plan—the roadmap for a VSTL’s evaluation of a voting system during certification testing—for Premier Assure 1.2, iBeta interpreted the TTBR studies of the Premier system’s predecessor to have “concluded that the vulnerabilities within the system depend almost entirely on the effectiveness of the election procedures.” On the basis of this interpretation, iBeta developed a test plan that called for “no additional testing” of the Premier system’s security properties. The EAC approved this plan.

Taken together, iBeta’s misunderstanding of the significance of the TTBR findings and the EAC’s approval of a test plan that was designed around this misunderstanding, represent a missed opportunity to use the testing and certification process to improve voting system integrity and reliability.

iBeta misunderstands the results of the TTBR. The TTBR concluded that the number, extent, and severity of these vulnerabilities were so substantial that the technological security mechanisms were completely inadequate to protect the integrity and security of both the systems and of the election. This directly contradicts the statement that “the vulnerabilities within the system depend almost entirely upon the effectiveness of the election procedures.” The vulnerabilities are present, regardless of the election

---

1 Other studies, such as the EVEREST study that the Ohio Secretary of State sponsored, reached similar conclusions.
procedures. The team concluded that these flaws were so severe as to render the system’s technological security measures essentially without value; these vulnerabilities could only be mitigated by the strictest of procedures. The California Secretary of State’s response to the TTBR was to decertify two systems until their respective vendors, one of which was Diebold,\(^2\) fixed many problems with their security mechanisms. Even now, these machines are subject to strict new procedural rules designed to mitigate the vulnerabilities which remain. Such drastic measures were necessary precisely because the underlying vulnerabilities were not detected and analyzed during conformance testing.

iBeta’s light treatment of the TTBR results, therefore, should not have received the EAC’s approval. If Premier sought only administrative approval of small changes to a legacy system, the approved test plan would be less of a cause for concern. iBeta’s testing of the Premier system, however, was conducted under the new EAC certification program that serves as the foundation for testing under the 2005 VVSG and subsequent standards. Conformance testing under the EAC framework is one of the principal ways to detect and cure common classes of basic vulnerabilities in voting systems. The EAC should use its VSTL oversight to require test labs to conduct thorough evaluations of voting system vulnerabilities during conformance testing, so that vendors will fix vulnerabilities before systems are certified and sold.\(^3\) When the EAC allows a VSTL to disregard important sources of information about a voting system’s vulnerabilities, it weakens the testing and certification process’s ability to detect and fix vulnerabilities at a relatively early stage.

We recommend that VSTLs should be required to examine each flaw and/or vulnerability described in these reports for specific systems and verify that each flaw is corrected or that specific measures are documented and recommended by the manufacturer for the voting system’s maintenance and use. Many of the vulnerabilities can be corrected by relatively typical types of software modifications, the type that are routinely corrected in software that has a much shorter update schedule. For example, common buffer overflow mistakes can be corrected by range-checking variables when they are manipulated.

Of course, addressing some of the more complex vulnerabilities discovered in these studies would require significant changes to a given system’s architecture. For example, vulnerabilities in how software is installed on some systems would require significant redesign in order to add authentication to the software installation functionality. In these cases, security testing should extend to the manufacturer’s recommended policies and procedures. These must provide a recommended default level of physical security and careful election media handling, for example, so that a jurisdiction that follows the recommendations will mitigate the risks posed by known vulnerabilities.

If you would like to discuss this matter further, please contact Joseph Lorenzo Hall or Aaron Burstein.

Sincerely,

Aaron Burstein
Joseph Lorenzo Hall

\(^2\)At the time of the TTBR, Diebold, Inc. had yet to change the name of its election systems subsidiary from Diebold Election Systems to Premier Election Solutions.

\(^3\)We recognize that it is unlikely that any evaluation process will find all vulnerabilities in a system. Finding and eliminating some vulnerabilities, however, can reduce security risks. Accordingly, it is imperative that the testing and certification process uses directly relevant, readily accessible information to find vulnerabilities.
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